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Newsroom 26 July 2021

Inverell Scouts receive additional funding for windows,
fence as new kitchen complete

inverelltimes.com.au/story/7356455/more-money-aired-as-inverell-scouts-show-off-new-renovations

+7
Inverell Scouts are set to be enveloped with fresh air, with more funding announced to
replace windows in their hall - many of which no longer open.

 

ADVERTISING
The hall will soon be "completely functional" again, and with the recent completion of
their kitchen, will be back better than ever.

MP Adam Marshall announced the grant, wowed by the work already undertaken in the
old hall.
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"I was delighted to be back in Inverell last week to deliver some more good news for the
Inverell Scouts, with another $31,000 grant from the State Government to continue the
upgrades to their hall," he said.
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The funding, secured through the Crown Lands Covid Stimulus Fund, will be used to
replace all the old windows and install a new security fence around the hall.
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"The Scouts recently completed their last upgrade project - a new kitchen - which was also
funded by the State Government," he explained.

"I cannot wait to see the new works completed, which will make the hall completely
functional again and better than new!"
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